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About This Game

The popular iPhone Flight Simulator with over 4,000,000 downloads world wide is now available on the Steam Network for PC
and MAC.

The Steam version features enhanced lighting effects, enhanced shadow effects, and all of the aircraft unlocked and available to
pilot.

Experience the thrill of flight with Flight Unlimited Las Vegas. Enjoy flying over the city of Las Vegas in one of 8 unique
aircraft or embark on a campaign of missions for the Las Vegas Mob Boss.

Over 130 sq miles of the city of Las Vegas are modeled in incredible detail.
The famous Las Vegas strip includes over 50 hotels that are modeled with photo realism. Fly past the Luxor, buzz the New York

New York, or attempt a landing on top of the Bellagio.

Cars, trucks, and buses speed around the city, gas stations and restaurants line the strip, tires smoke as the plane hits the ground,
aircraft metal deforms in a crash, the Bellagio fountains spring to life, the sun glare blinds your view, and more.

Features:
- Beautiful graphics featuring bloom lighting, real time reflections, volumetric clouds, etc.

- Over 130 sq miles of satellite imaged terrain and over 50 iconic Vegas hotels and buildings.

- Grand Theft Auto style Missions
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- 8 aircraft including the Cessna 172, Challenger Learjet, Douglas DC-3, Robin DR400, Grumman Goose Amphibious Aircraft,
Pitts Special, A10 Tank Killer, P40 Mustang, and the FA/18

- Full flap, gear, brake, and rudder controls

- Cockpit camera, Chase camera, Tower camera, and a full customizable camera

- Street traffic (cars and buses)

- Advanced particle effects (tire smoke, engine fires, water splash)

- Destructive aircraft bodies. Wings rip off, engines separate, the aircraft metal bends and deforms.
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Title: Flight Unlimited Las Vegas
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Flight Systems LLC
Publisher:
Flight Systems LLC
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2015
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While it does have its fair share of flaws, I can't say I didn't enjoy the game (which is much more than I can say for a lot of
other games). The controls and overall feel of the gameplay took some getting used to, but once I got the hang of it, it wasn't too
bad. My left hand kinda hurts from shooting so much, though. There is room for improvement in the level design, but it's not
bad for what it is. The visual design could definitely use some work though, I found it especially hard to see in the Colour
Palace. Some of the enemies also felt a little cheap, like the one that shoots four big sticks out when you get close to it.
However, despite these flaws, I enjoyed my time with the game.

Overall, I think I'd give it somewhere around a 7\/10. On my rating scale, that's not a bad score by any stretch. Good stuff.. A
beautiful soundtrack recommended to everyone that enjoyed Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee and want to listen to the musics at
anytime. Purchased it to support the developers and their development of Oddworld: Abe's Exoddus' remake, in which I am
looking forward!. I played through the game in 30-40 minutes, there was a technical issue that I had to resolve with the unity
game engine, and there was not a sense of a complete story. This reminded me of one small part of a larger game, as it teased
me about a much wider world that was never explored. There was only a dozen "rooms" to explore, and there were about the
same number of interactable objects.

It would be nice if there was a donate button on steam, so developers could make these "proof of concept" games, and we could
give them a buck or two for furthering their efforts. Because a game like this just simply cannot be compared to some other
point and click games that can be bought for a few dollars more. Even when it is on sale, I feel kind of disappointed with the
experience, even though I was ready for a short game after reading the reviews.

I ran this game on ubuntu linux 18.10 with radeon mesa drivers.. Got a lot of use out of the Pratchett smg and Mosin-Nagant
sniper.. A,o,t
it's not very fun but it's fun
8\/10
season 1 and 2 story. Most people this game for the fun story, not for the masochistic puzzles. Even on easy mode it gets insane
around night 3 or so. After like 20 deaths in a row its kind of a buzz kill. Wait till the full body english version so that you can
skip annoying puzzles. An excellent narrative experience THAT ALSO HAS fun gameplay AND the gameplay and narrative
experience link together well WITH (in my interpretion) the metaphors spanning the psychological experiences of the secondary
characters, the way gameplay progresses and also in terms of the ways visuals are used to display those experiences.

If you're the kind of person who likes smaller, interesting games then: yes. Buy it.. Junk Jack was probably the best game on the
Ipod touch/Iphone. This game is a port of it's sequel, Junk Jack X, to the PC. It controls well enough, but some of the manuvers
that made moving around in the original version are impossible thanks to the lack of touch controls. The trade off to keyboard is
well worth that sacrifice though. The main pull to Junk Jack, at least for me, is not the digging or the crafting or all the standard
crafting game features. It's the fat loot. Useless, decorative trinkets that can be found all over the place and displayed
prominantly on shelves, tables, and display cases. Junk Jack (X) appears to have toned down the drop chances of these bits of
loot, which makes them all the more precious when you find them. The game has a large amount of these useless trinkets, hence
the name "Junk Jack." Junk Jack (X) comes with a couple new features as far as the series is concerned. One of those is
character customization, another is multiplayer. I have not tried the multiplayer yet, so no comment on it from me. Apparently,
Junk Jack (X) has other planets you can visit, but I have yet to see them, though from video and screenshots, they look pretty
good.

Junk Jack is a naturally very quiet game, with little bits of music popping in infrequently to break up the silence. Ambient noise
is provided by nearby creatures such as birds, cats, dogs, cows, sheep, pigs, deer, bears, boar, rats, zombies, skeletons, slimes,
etc. etc. etc. The number of creatures their are to mutilate is fantastic.

One major issue I have though, is the price tag. Junk Jack (X) is a decent investment of around 5$, On the PC it would be a
decent buy for 7 or 8 bucks. Junk Jack for PC costs 15$. Fifteen dollars doesn't seem like a lot, but for a game like Junk Jack, it
is a lot. I'd put junk jacks price tag at the low end of "overpriced." I have a metaphorical "bin" where I put overpriced games,
Junk Jack would be resting right on the edge of that bin, staring down at games like prison architect, clockwork empires, Age of
Empires 3, that game where you are trying to escape from prison that I am having trouble remembering the name of, and
oblivion while I sit nearby trying to decide whether to push Junk Jack into the bin or not.
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Oh yeah, and another issue? Junk Jack released compiled for windows 10, so most people couldn't play it right away until
pixbits (the developer) released a patch. The patch came quick, but the damage was done. To Pixbits credit though, they have
been running damage control very effectively, being fairly polite to people with issues, and helping as best they can.

I recommend this game, but I also caution you. Think long and hard if 15$ is what you want to pay for this game.. "Creative
limitation is the concept of how purposely limiting oneself can actually drive creativity." - wikipedia
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Mesmerizing.
I was going to play for about half an hour,
but didn't realize I've already spent more than 3 hours playing this game.. Definitely "must have" for all TS players and
especially for "Munich-Augsburg" route owners. It looks and sounds great. You'll love to drive it.... A very interesting abstract
game.

1)
You left click to make an arrow fall down from the top left corner of the screen.

2)
You right click to make the arrow (or arrows) turn right, (e.g. towards the right side of the screen).

3) If you hit an "enemy", the line gets split in two (so that it's now two arrows going up and down.
  GOTO 2

 I think the game is sold at a very low price, too! Just watch a video! I'm sure you'll like it! :)

I just wish the Arcade Mode started a bit "harder", but I guess the current pace is ok to fit a wider audience.. WIP
+Voice cast
+Some beautiful areas
+Mods
+Scripts
+Pre-game options menu
+Naked babes
+Cutscenes
+Difficulty
+Map locations
+Racing characters to the top in the siege towers. Once you can bypass them it's all good. A fun game to pass the time while the
king rambles on about nothing.
+Achievements is the only reason I bought it again
-\/+ Most side characters are bland
-\/+ Music in places can be nice
-CDPR really dropped the ball on this game
-Siege towers aren't moving. You can see outside and see that the siege towers aren't going anywhere. Just another way to waste
time with lame dialogue.
-Forking QTE bull.shirt moments
-Dragon QTE bull.shirt moments
-Maps and map textures
-GWENT
-Locations
-Combat
-Still has tons of bugs and glitches
-Lack of support
-Steam DRM
-Short story
-Ending
-Clothing options are lame
-Worst Witcher game in the series
-Console level design
-Textures are fugly even with everything on ultra. Has not aged well at all.
-Draw distance issues
-Hold your hand game play
-Performance is bad in places
-Level design is on rails. Not a lot of freedom of movement or exploring
-Story. Fun puzzles 10/10
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